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Weather
Outlook: l^crtaUM wtod aad cloud
ln«u with posslbto thownra or thundvr
ihowtn omdlnq tonight, turning cUar
and colder ov*r th« w—k •nd.

Thought For The Day

W$t % <& M

When w» advance a litllw lato
life, we find that the tongue of
man create* nearly all the mischief of the world.
—Paxton Hood
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Collegiate Chorale To Present First
Home Performance Sunday Evening
Atomic-Powered Autos To Be
Driven Along With Rocket Rides
(INS)—By tho time rocket ships are making regularly
scheduled flights between the earth and the moon, the American motorist may also be driving around in his atomic-powered
automobile.
Looking forward to that day—perhaps 10 years henct—
the Ford Motor Company styling office has designed the first
scale model of a proposed atom- ■
■
—■ ■ driven car—the "Nucleon."
The three-eighth size scale model dreamed up by Ford's chief stylist George Walker features a
• •
power capsule suspended between
twin booms at the rear of the car.
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND—Thirty-four persons were killed
The capsule would contain a raNineteen workshops and special
Thursday when a chartered British airliner carrying 39 car dealers
dioactive core providing motive
and three crewmen crashed into a desolate snow-covered hill in dense
courses are included in the 1058
power.
fogsummer school schedule at BowlThe eight survivors, who included the pilot, co-pilot and stewardess,
"The Nucleon was styled on
ing Green State University.
all were injured in the crash.
the assumption that the present
They include:
TUNIS—Tunisian President Habib Bourguiba Thursday urged the
bulkiness and weight of Nucleon
School Publications, June 9-13;
Western Powers to prevail on France to negotiate a peaceful solution
reactors and attendant shielding
Audio-Visual Aids, June 9-27;
of the Algerian rebellion.
will
some
day
he
reduced,"
Walk"France's Allies," he said, "must convince her that a solution of
Community Resources (at Lima),
er said. "It seems reasonable that
the Algerian problem can never be obtained by force of arms."
June 0-27; Children's Literature,
engineers eventually will discover
PARIS—The North Atlantic Council disclosed yesterday that
June 0-27; Rocks and Minerals,
a way to make this weight reducNATO is making an extensive study of disarmament and other problems
June 0-27; Athletics nnd Physical
which would be discussed at an East-West Summit Conference.
tion possible."
Education, June 9-27; Elementary
A communique from the Council said: "Important problems conWalker explained that cars like
and Junior High Science, June 30
nected with preparation of such a possible conference, including varth(, naiucleon" might be able to
to July IS; Community Resources,
ious proposals for easing world tension, are being studied." _.
,„,„„,
„„„ mi
,„ „,.
travel r%5,00(1
miles
or „„,,.„
more, ,,„_
deJune 30 to July 18; Summer
SANTA MARIA, AZORKS—The captain of a plane Thursday
pending
on
the
size
of
the
core,
reported sighting a rubber dinghy in the sea off the Northern Azores,
Theatre at Huron, O., June 22 to
without recharging.
giving renewed impetus to the hunt for a U.A. Navy plane missing
August 10; Geology Field Course
"Power output," he added,
a week with 22 aboard.
in Colorado, July 28 to August 20;
TKHERAN, IRAN- -The Iranian government reported yesterday
"could be controlled at the drivConservation Education at ('amp
the arrest of a number of persons who had conspired to overthrow the
er's option, much as the intensity
Muskingum, June lfi to July 19;
Eovernment with the aid of citizens of an unidentified foreign nation,
of the reuction in a nuclear pile
Health and Physical Education,
eliable sources said the foreign power was a Western nation, not a
is controlled."
June 30 to July 18; Art for Elemember of the Communist bloc.
The passenger compartment of
mentary Teachers, July 21 to AuSKOUI.—South Korean national police said yesterday that three
the "Nucleon" features a onemen have confessed taking part in the successful north Korean plot
gust 2; School Personnel Probpiece
pillarless
windshield
and
to hijack a commercial South Korean plane on Feb. 16.
lems, July 21 to August 2; Driver
compound rear window, and is
JACKSON, MISS.—At least 12 persons were killed Wednesday
Education, July 21 to August 1;
topped by a cantilever roof.
night when a series of tornadoes lashed widely separated parta of
Kindergarten, July 21 to August
Mississippi. More than 100 were injured. The eight twisters struck
There nre air intakes at the
8; Teaching Slow Learners, July
generally along a line east of Meridean and north of Jackson, demolishleading edge of the roof and at
21 to August 8; Junior High
ing many homes and buildings, and leaving a number of rural comthe base of its supports. TemperSchool Instruction, August 4-21;
munities without communication.
atures
inside
the
passenger
comMid Creative Dramatics, August
Compiled from lh« wtr«» of th* International N»wi S«rrlco>
partment would be regulated ele1-22.
ctronically, making possible the
One hundred forty-six courses
use of fixed windows.
in 23 fields will be offered by
The "Nucleon" also has slit
Bowling Green in its summer schebeam headlights adjustable for all
dule. Of this total, 86 will be
road conditions and there are eleoffered during the first summer
ctronic devices to warn of apsession, June 10 to July 18, and
proaching vehicles.
60 will be given during the second
"This model," Walker said, "is
session, July 21 to August 22.
an eloquent example of the extent
Six semester hours may be earnto which research into the future
ed in each session.
is conducted by advanced stylists
In the graduate school, courses
At the stroke of midnight on Sunday, March 16, the reof Ford Motor Co. It indicates
will be offered leading to the
the
stylist's
unwillingness
to
adsounding boom of a cannon will denote the beginning of the
master's degree in art, biology,
mit that a thing cannot be done
education, English, health and phy16th Annual l'i Week of Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity. Pete
simply because it has not been
sical education, history, industrial
Gerace, general chairman for Pi Week, said that a full agenda
done."
arts, psychology, sociology and
A compact uir conditioning unit
of events is planned.
speech.
that operates on inside recirculatEva Marie Saint was named as the first Dream Girl of
ing air at all times is being marPiKA during the first Pi Week
keted by Pontiac Motor Division.
Dream Girl of 1958 will be prein 1942. Gerace further stated
The unit, called "cool-pack,"
sented.
Gerace
added
that
the
winthat preliminaries are already unweighs only 100 pounds and meaner
will
then
he
entered
in
the
der way for choosing the Dream
sures 16 inches wide, 8.5 inches
Pi Kappa Alpha National Dream
Girl for this year. The first in
high and 13.25 inches long. It is
Girl contest.
a series of teas and dinners was
mounted on the floor in the center
Assisting Gerace in handling
held Sunday, Feb. 2.') at the house
of the front compartment and can
the week's activities are; Bill HubAlmost 1200 high school seniors,
with 80 freshman girls attending.
be installed in about four hours.
ler, dream girl teas; Don McFadall of them from the top of their
The second of the series will
The unit was developed by Ponyen and Hugh Miller, pie-eating
respective classes, have indicated
tiac and Harrison Radiator. Its
be held on Sunday, March 9, at contest; Erie Ellis, house party;
that they would like to continue
builders say that when the blowwhich time a selected group of and Mike Wise and Roger Gratheir education at the University,
er is on "Hi" position it will move
freshman women will attend. Ten
ham, Dream Girl Dance.
Dr. Ralph W. McDonald said at
all the air in the car through the
finalists will be selected from these
a recent press conference.
cooling
coil
twice
each
minute.
and
be
guests
at
a
formal
dinner
— - -- • --- --•—-• -"■.--■
. T
n
For many years, he explained,
°n Thursday of Pi Week. ReignMacbeth I ryOUTS Start
the State Department of Educaing over the entire week's festiTryouts for "Macbeth" will be
tion has administered annually a
vities will be last year's Dream
held March 5 and 6 from 7 to
General Scholarship Test to the
Girl, Judy Johnson.
9:30 in Gate Theatre And., actop-level group of seniors who are
Outlining the week's activities,
cording to Donald C. Kleckner,
scheduled to graduate In June
Gerace mentioned that on Mon- associate professor of speech.
Chris Skodlar, chairman of the
from Ohio high schools. Only studay evening a dinner will be given
Student Leadership and Services
There will be a total of 42
dents in the upper scholarship
for all sorority presidents. This
persons cast, 30 men and 12 wom- Committee, announced that a tobrackets are invited to take the
will be followed on Tuesday night
tal of 137 applications have been
en. Scripts are available in the
tests, he said.
by PiKA's annual
all-campus speech instructional center, room
received
for
the
various
Since being invited to take the
serenade during which all sorUniversity committees and boards.
5, Gate Theatre.
test has come to be considered
orities and women's residences
Interviews of all the applicants
"Macbeth," a
Shakespearian
quite an honor, Dr. McDonald
will be presented with cherry pies.
will begin sometime in the middle
play, will be produced May 14
said, practically every person who
On Wednesday evening from
through 17, featuring a guest star of March, Miss Skodlar said. The
is eligible is actually present for
7-10 p.m., the annual pie-eating
exact date will be released later.
from the Broadway stage.
the test. Colleges and universities
contest will be held in the Womthroughout the country give great
en's Gym. As is the custom, there
weight to the scores made on this
will be skits by each fraternity
test by high school graduates, he
and sorority to present it* recontinued.
presentative for the contest. RoWhen the student fills out the
tating trophies will be awarded
test blanks, Dr. McDonald said,
the winners of the pie-eating conhe enters on the form the name
test as well as the fraternity and
of the college or University which
■**
sdrorlty presenting the winning
is his first choice for his college
skit
education.
"It is gratifying to note," he
The ten finalists for Dream Girl
****** A *M**4k*»
said, "that this year 1,186 of
have their dinner on Thursday
WW L wTL*"'" ""*
*•*
'
'iftitiar
these outstanding high school senand on Friday a basketball game
iors indicated Bowling Green as
with one of the sororities will be
their first choice for their colplayed in the Women's Gym. Aftlege education."
erwards there will be a closed
In concluding he explained that
party for the brothers and their
the number of students listing the
dates at the PiKA house.
An orchestra from Marion will
University as their first choice
has grown steadily each year. He
provide music for the all-campus
cited the following figures:
Dream Girl Dance on Saturday
Photo by KJolUr
1951, 340; 1952, 397; 1953, 413;
night. The dance is scheduled for
FOUR GUEST SOLOISTS war* foatyrod In Vardi ■ "Raquiam" pmantad
1954, 592; 1955, 568; 1956, 773;
the Women's Gym from 9-12.
Monday •-•nlna In lh» man's gym. 350 rolcaa from tha Unlraralty cholri comDuring the
intermission,
the
1957, 1,010 and in 1958, 1,186.
prised tha group. Accompanying In* choirs was tha Totodo Symphony Orchestra.

THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGIATE Choral*, ihown abort.
will give Its premier performance Sunday at 1:15 p.m.
In the mals auditorium. The group, composed el M

Bunn Elected

•elected members ol A Cappslla Choir, Is directed
Dr. lames Paul Kennedy.

DT

Workshops Fill
Summer Weeks

WoHd VieWS

lo Uty Louncil
John W. Bunn. director of residential and plant operations at
the University, was elected unanimously at a special City Council meeting Monday night to succeed Noel Apple as Third Ward
councilman.
Apple resigned earlier this
month to accept a position with
the State Highway Department
Division Office at Howling Green.
Runn has been at the University since 1939, when he became
a history instructor in the extension schools.
In 1940 he WHS appointed assistant registrar and in 1941 registrar. He left the University in
1944 for a two-year hitch in the
U.S. Army; and he returned in
194G as registrar and director of
admissions. In 1950 he became
assistant dean of administration
and was moved to his present capacity in 1951.
A native of Lorain, Bunn was
graduated from DePauw University, (ireencastle, Ind., and received a master's degree from Columbia University.
He is a member of the Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors, chairman of the Board o
Trustees and
former Sunday
School Superintendent at the First
Presbyterian Church and a past
president of the Junto and Rotary Clubs.

I Pi Week Events Listed;

Professor Richey
Files Resignation
Robert D. Richey, assistant professor of speech, announced his
resignation Feb. 25 from the faculty, effective June 8, to become managing director of the
Players Club in Columbus, an
amateur theatrical group.
Richey came to Howling Green
in September, 1948, as an instructor in speech. He holds both a R.A.
and M.A. degree from Ohio State
University and has completed considerable work toward his doctorate.
He has served on theatre staffs
at Biarritz American University
(France), Ohio State, Kansas
State College, BGSU, and the
Huron Playhouse. He also has
directed for the Fort Findlay players and the Port Clinton theatrical group.
His range of experience runs
through children's theatre, Shakespeare, musicals, modern comedy,
and serious productions.
At Columbus, he will direct five
plays per year. He will not do
any teaching as such.
"I will be sorry to leave", stated Mr. Richey, "but I am looking
forward to doing strictly dramatic
work."
Prof. Richey succeeds Dr. Roy
H. Bowman, who has resigned to
join the OSU faculty.

Serenade, Tea Planned

1186 Name BO

As First Choice

737 Applications Filed
For University Boards

-■»->.

IFC Representatives
Boosted From 2 To 3
A new policy was instituted by
the Inter - fraternity Council
The
adoption
of
a
meeting
room
has
made
it
possible for the membership to be
expanded to three representatives,
for each fraternity.
Previously membership constituted a senior representative, usually the president of the fraternity, and a junior representative. To facilitate a more active
participation in the many IFC
committees, a third member was
added, hereby relieving the president* from membership on these
committees.

"
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The University Collegiate
Chorale will present its premier performance on campus Sunday at 8:15 p.m. in
the main auditorium.
The Chorale, which was organized this fall by Dr. James
Paul Kennedy, chairman of the
music department, is composed of
50 selected members of A Cappella Choir.
The program will be composed
of a variety of sacred and secular
numbers. Motets will include "Sing
Unto The Lord A New Song,"
a double choir number by Ileinrich Schutz, and "Who With Grieving Soweth," by Schein, which
will be sung in German.
A series of madrigals will also
be presented, several of which
will
include, "Haste Thee
Nymphs," by Handel, and "Echo
Song," by Di Lasso. Numerous
Contemporary Works nnd Folk
Songs will also be on the program.
Members of the Chorale include:
Mary Ann Dalton, Barbara Kodenlierger, Ann Sesok. Jean Weilnnu. Carolyn Collins, Judy Beatty,
Aria Oechsle, and Mary E. Smith,
first soprano; Joyce Evnns, Janet
Roemer, Charlotte liliesch, Phyllis Smith, Mary Rae Smith, Linda
Gee, Joan Gilbert, and Elaine
Adams, second soprano.
Brenda lloyee, Itarbnru Kauscy,
Virginiu Roller, Georgia Sehuldt,
and Andrea Stolzenburg; first alto; Barbara Hart, Carolyn Krukemyer. Linda Phetteplace, Susan
Sweeney, Maxine Boger, Susan
Palumbo, Sandy Sperzel, and San
Merrick, second alto.
Gene Davis. Jim Steidlmann,
Don Stover, Jim Wilson, Dick
Schroder, first tenor; Doug Cornell, Ross Cornell, Gene Wilson,
Bill Dow, Mark I>ecr\vcstcr, and
Bill Krous, second tenor.
Dick Dean, Jim Hardy, Tom
Alverson, and Darrell Rader, baritones.
Curtis Kuenzli, Michucl Ilolian,
Ray Rideout, Bill Park, and Don
Caldwell, basses.

Two One-Act Plays
To Be Given Today
"Sorry Wrong Number" and
"The Bathroom Door", one act
plays, will be produced March 7
in the Gate Theatre, stated F.
Lee Miesle, assistant professor of
speech. These plays are directed
as a class requirement by the students of Prof. Miesle's directing
class.
"Sorry Wrong Number," a
play revolving around a bed-ridden woman who believes her murder is being plotted over the
phone, is under the direction of
Robert Kinstle. Lillian Korba has
the leading role. Others in the
cast include John Bell, Lillian
Cook, Johanna Lewis, Vic McKeever, Marilyn Myers, Michael
Pheneger, and James Vogelsang.
"The Bathroom Door," a comedy farce which takes place in
a hotel corridor as many people
try to gain entrance to the only
bathroom on the floor, is being
directed by Margaret Loving. An
deen Matlscilt is cast in the leading role. Others in the cast are
Gene Bowman, Robert Coucher,
David Granger, Nancy Holloway,
and Betsy Sternberg.

IFC Office Located
In Elementary Bldg.
For the first time in the Interfraternity Council's history, a
centralized office has been established to handle business of the
council and other matters concerning Greek life, stated Douglas
EgglesWn, IFe president This
office is located in the basement
of the Elementary Bldg., next to
the KEY' office, and is now officially bi operation.
Eggleston stressed that the University has cooperated to the fullest extent in helping to set-up
and furnish this office. It was
originally planned to provide
chambers for the IFC In the new
University Union but a change
in the floor plans necessitated
finding other quarters.
The new office consists of three
rooms, a reception room, a conference room, and an executive
room. Conference hours are now
being drawn up and a telephone
will be installed to help conduct
business.

Editorially Speaking

Army Cadets Receive ReJS (\^y Launch MOOIl-A-Montll

Surging Forward
It is extremely encouraging to note that the reputation
of the University is growing by leaps and bounds. This fact
is borne out with the report that almost 1200 top-level high
school seniors indicated the University as their first choice
as an institution of higher learning.
The report takes on greater significance when we consider
that in the relatively short period of eight years the number
of students selecting the University as their first preference
on the General Scholarship Test administered by the State
Department of Education has quadrupled.
Still of greater importance is the fact that these students
are the top in their high school classes and therefore have
the opportunity of attending numerous institutions of higher
learning throughout the nation.
In the same respect it is obvious that the majority of
these students, not only list the University as their first
choice but actually carry through and attend the University.
This is substantiated when we consider the extremely high
retention rate being maintained at the University and the
reduced number of drop-outs due to academic failure.
Yet, we must not become complacent. We are in the tail
end of a great transitional period; a period that is changing
us from a relatively small home town college to a highly diversified and well-known University. Needless to say the complete transition will not evolve overnight. It will take time,
hard work and change. Yet, in order to accomplish this we
must all work and strive together to enable the University
to reach and maintain this goal.
As the physical plant expands and as the academic phases
of the University continue to rise we too must grow by surging forward. For as the University Union is now a reality
so too, in time, will the transitional period finish its evolving
cycle.

Interview
Schedule
Interviews will be held by the
following companies from 9 a.m.
to B p.m. in the Placement Office.
Mai. 3
S. S. Krcsge Co., Detroit. Michi(t»n; interviewer, A. Fairbanks.
Interested in all types of majors
in management training program.
John Hancock Mutual Life, Toledo; interviewer, Jas. Kindlay.
Interested in all types of majors
for sales training program.
Dana Corporation, Toledo; interviewer, M. Mctsler. Interested
in accountants.
Mar. 4
Parkc, Davis and Co., Detroit,
Michigan; interviewer, O. Osterland. Interested in accountants,
chemists, female biologists, and
bacteriologist*.
B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron; interviewer, W. Burch. Interested
in Liberal Art.-, and Business Administration students in accounting, chemistry, and production management.
May Co., Cleveland; interviewer, Little. Interested in all types
of majors in management, retailing, and accounting.
Mar. S
Joseph Home Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; interviewer. Donald Coan.
Interested in Liberal Arts and
Business Administration students
in management training program.
Ohio Oil Co., Findlay; interviewer, J. Patterson. Interested in
sales and accounting training program.
Mar. I
Allied Stores of Ohio, Polsky'sAkron, and Sterling Lindner Davis-Cleveland; interviewers, Marks
and Kelso. Interested in retailing,
buying, sales, and management
training program.
American Greetings Corporation, Cleveland; interviewer, Clyde
Sullivan. Interested in Liberal Arts
and Business Administration graduates for training program, (Art
and F.nglish also).
Mar. T
Campbell Soup Co., Napoleon;
interviewer, R. Burgstrum. Interested in traffic, accounting, production management, and purchasing.
Due to economic conditions, the
following companies have cancelled their proposed interview date
for this semester.
Republic Steel Corp. — Mar.
5; National Carbon Co. —
Mar.
6; Thompson
Products
Co.—Mar. 7; Glidden Co.—Mar.
7; Bessemer and Lake Erie R.R.
Co.—Mar. 13; and the U.S. Steel
Co.—Mar. 18.

Parking Violations
Top List Of Offenses
Reviewed By Court
Research of the total number
of automobile violations shows
that about 85 per cent of those
students fined by the Student
Court are guilty of pnrking in
restricted areas.
Non-registration shows a slight
lead over improper display of
the registration dccal, mainly due
to the large number of finen imposed during the first month of
school last fall. About 7 per cent
of the fines have bcecn of the
non-registration type.
Reckless operation has claimed
a few students, as has the violation of Section Four of the University Automobile Regulations.
Section Four refors to any violation of laws of the State of Ohio
or the City of Bowling Green.
A slight drop in the number of
parking ticket* for the last week
occured as only five students appeared before the clerk of the
Student Court to waive a court
hearing.
All five were guilty of parking,
four for their first offense, and
one for a second offense. The second offender was Richard Farley
who was fined $3, and had his car
suspended for one week. The first
offenders were Arthur Beam, Gerald Meyers, Andrew Lieber, and
Richard Britner.

IFC Plans To Rewrite
Its Entire Constitution
The Constitution of the Interfraternity Council is being
thoroughly re-written, according
to Ron Harmon, IFC secretary.
Harmon is in charge of this
project which was undertaken for
two basic reasons. The last revision was made in 1966, and secondly, the present Constitution
contains many ambiguities which
makes it only partially applicable
to present fraternity problems.

Branch Assignments
For '58 Commissions
The Army ROTC unit has just
received the branch assignments
of the ROTC Cadets being commissioned In June and August of
1958.
Nearly 62 per cent of the individuals have received their first
choice as to the branch they desire
to join, with most of the rest receiving their second or third
choice.
Assignment of the branch of
service depends upon four factors.
First, the Cadet indicates his desire as to the branch by indicating
five choices in order of preference. Second, their academic and
scholastic background is considered. Third, a board consisting of
Army officers and one faculty
member of the University, make
recommendations. Fourth, the
needs of the Army at the time
for officers in the various branches.
The 48 MS IV Cadets and their
assigned branches are Infantry:
John Blake, Laurence Burde, Robert Carlson, Dale Carte, Dale
Christensen, Larry Crites, John
DcMarco, Richard Fulton, Bruce
Hammond, Richard Kneiss, Floyd
Lennox, Jack Luedcmnnn, Brian
Mil nil. Gregory Mee, John Michael, Larry Morrison, Thomas Stokes, Steve Takacs, Robert Thompson, and Richard Winder.
Artillery: James Bachman, Marvin Bihn. William Brannan, Raymond Dumont, Hugh Miller, Frank
Komaker, Gary Schlenk, John ScbO| Roger Sellers, Ronald Tateman, Donald Wangler, and David
Wink.
Military Police Corps: James
Dorr, KM. ii Hopple, Hal Meyers,
and John Thompson. Quartermaster Corps: Thomas Arwood and
Edward Lauber. Adjutant General's Corps: Tom F.die and Dean
Matheny. Transportation Corps:
Gerald Hackett and Dale Hungerford. Armor: Bruce Brown. Corps
of Kngineers: Donald Charlton.
Ordnance Corps: Edward Hora.
Military Intelligence Corps: Roger Smith. Finance Corps: Donald
Wilson. Signal Corps: Stuart Howes.

Psyc Deadline Set
For Assistantships
March 1, is the deadline for filing nssistant.ship applications for
graduate work in psychology.
The
University's
psychology
graduate program offers the Master of Arts degree in general, experimental, clinical and industrial
psychology.
Graduate assistantships have
stipends of $1,000 and several
paid dormitory counselorships are
offered.
Dr. John E. Wenrick, chairman of the psychology department,
may be contacted for further information.

for the rest of the year.
They indicated the U.S. will try to send up at least nine
of its own satellites before 1959, raising the possibility of 22
moons in orbit by next January.
„ ,. ,
...
Odiahaw told the committee:
The predictions were contained
"Some interesting observations
in secret testimony given before
have already been made including
the house appropriations commita peculiar phenomenon where you
tee late last month, and released
seem to get a ductlike effect in
in censored form today.
the ionosphere that goes around
about half the world so you can
U.S. satellite officials said they
pick up a signal from the opposite
have learned so much from the
side of the earth."
two Russian Sputniks that they
will need approximately $2,100,000
Dr. Alan T. Waterman, director
in emergency funds to expand
of the National Science Foundatheir studies.
tion, testified that "we want to
Hugh Oilishaw, executive direc- get full information from the Rustor of the U.S. program for the In- sian satellites and their signals."
ternational Geophysical Year,
In other testimony, Dr. Richmade it plain that American scienard Porter, chairman of the U.S.
tists gained information from the
satellite panel, said it would "cerSputniks without any aid from
tainly be possible" for the Reds to
Russian officials.
have placed cameras in their Sputniks capable of taking "reasonably
Odishaw and others pointed out
good" photographs.
that the Red satellites transmitted
tracking signals on a 40 megacycle
Porter said that "whether they
radio band although it generally
did so or not, I have no way of
hud been agreed in advance that
knowing." He said such a feat
the 108 megacycle band would be
would be "very difficult" in the
used, as it is on the Army's "Excase of this country's satellites
plorer" satellite.
which are smaller and lighter than
the Russian moons.
There was no indication in the
testimony as to whether the U.S.
Some military officials have
has succeeded in breaking the code
speculated that the Soviets may
used by the Reds in sending back
have used one or both of their
information from instruments
satellites for reconnaissance purabroad their satellites.
poses without disclosing that fact.
The scientists said that the Russiun wavelength has proved inferior for tracking purposes but
nonetheless has opened the way
for "very vuluuble" studies of
the ionosphere.
The ionosphere Is a heavily
charged layer of air which is vital
U\ communications and may play
an important role in the earth's
weather patterns.

BO Places Third
In State Debate
The University men's debate
team took third place in the Men's
State Debate Championship, which
was held Friday and Saturday,
Feb. 21 and 22, at Capital University.
Heidelberg College won the
rhampionship winning 10 while
losing two. The Bowling Green
team hud seven wins and five losses.
Larry Gardner and Robert
Kinstle, negative, defeated the
University of Akron, Denison,
John Carroll, Ohio Wesleyan, and
Wooster College, while losing to
Kent State University.
Hugh Convery and Robert Rask,
affirmative, defeated Muskingum
and Wittenberg, while losing to
Oberlin, Heidelberg, Ohio University, and Ohio State University.

Eastman Music Major
Presents Violin Recital
Paul Makara, violinist from the
Eastman School of Music in Rochester, N.Y., will present a recital
tonight at 8:16 p.m. in the recital
hall of the Hall of Music.
Miss Myrtle Jensen, associate
professor of music, will accompany Mr. Makara at the piano.
Mr. Makara will play "Sonata
in B Flat Major," (Kochel 378),
by Mozart; "Introduction and
Rondo Capriccioso," by SaintSaena; and "Symphonic Espagnole," (three movements), by Lalo.
IU

Official
Announcements

■ever Dorta

ley

JUsI Sports saVer

Special- SAVE
Men's overcoats and women's plain cloth coats
Beautifully Fanta-Sheen Cleaned

NOW

994

No waiting for coats! Our DOUBLE-QUICK service Is included
at thU special low price when requested.

Himblins Cleaners and Laundry
514 E. Wooster St

On the undergarduate level,
the greatest demand, 83 inquiries,
were for the College of Education with 17 students from Hawaii showning an interest in teaching. The College of Liberal Arts
was close with 32 letters.
Out of the 220 students, 167
needed financial assistance to attend the University. In fact, probably 90 per cent of these financial inquiries do not write back
the second time when they discover that the University does not
offer full scholarships which would
include tuition, fees, room, and
board.
Some of the students especially from the Far Eastern countries
had a language deficiency in English and were discouraged for this
reason. Due to the fact that the
University docs not offer English
as a foreign language, it prevents
many from enrolling.

On Campus

Mth

(By ISM Author of "Rally Round Uu Flat, Boyer and
"Barefoot Boy iruTi Cheek.")

THE PLEDGE YOU SAVE
MAY BE YOUR OWN
Today's column is directed at those young female undergraduates who have recently pledged sororities and are worried, poor
lambs, that they won't make good. Following is a list of simple
instructions which, if faithfully observed, will positively guarantee that you will be a mad success as a sorority girl.
First, let us take up the matter of housemothers. The housemother is your friend, your guide, your mentor. You must treat
her with respect. When you wish to s|>eak to her, address her as
"Mother Sigafoos" or "Ma'am." In no circumstances must you
say, "Hey, fat lady."
Second, let us discuss laundry. Never hang your wash on the
front porch of the sorority house. This is unsightly and shows
a want of breeding. Use the Chapter Room.
Third, meals. Always remember that planning and preparing
meals for a houseful of healthy girls is no simple task. Your cook
goes to a great deal of trouble to make your menu varied and
nourishing. The least you can do is show your appreciation.
Don't just devour your food; praise it. Exclaim with delight,
"What delicious pork jowls!" or "What a yummy souplmne!"
or "What scrumptious 6sh heads!" or "What clear water!"
Fourth, clothing. Never forget that your ap|iearance reflects
not just on yourself but on the whole house. It was well enough
before you joined a sorority to lounge around campus in your
old middy blouse and gym bloomers, but now you must take
great iiains to drees in a manner which excites admiring comment* from all who observe you. A few years ago, for example,
there was a Chi Omega named Camille Ataturk at the University of Iowa who brought gobs of glory to all her sorora.

• • •

1-HOUR SERVICE
ladyn Robeta
Mary Larson _
Naacy Cooler - Aal Society Mta*
Bobbo Senas* . — ... Whs Idttot
Sob Orembacf
Sports IdMer

The graduate school had 89
entries. Liberal Arts subjects had
the greatest appeal but many of
the inquiries were classified as
interested in engineering. Business Administration courses which
are not offered on the graduate
level were next in demand, especially from Free China.

Votorans arc romlnded lo Han up
for tholr February chocks March 3-5
in tho Placomont Offlco.

Our Big Coat Cleaning

$1.50

Foreign student inquiries to attend the University in 1957
amounted to 2,000. This is about
the same as 1956 when 216 students wrote to the University.

Applications lor woman lnl«r*at«d
in realdonco hall counMUna next year
will be available tram the Hood R«
■ id«nli of lh« woatD'l r»ild#nc« halls
and In tho Ofllco ol tho Dean of Worn
•n, beatanlnq February 28.

HAMBLINS — Caretakers for your clothes

Regular
Dmufiruj Greta State Untutnilu

By AlTMuTl «ANISH
(INS)—Government scientists have said that they have
gotten "very, very important" information from Russia's
Sputniks and predicted the Reds will launch a moon-a-month

200 World Students
Inquire About BG

CMlteMtoiltlieiMettiOlLS Wi0tt~
Camille hit on the ingenious notion of suiting her garb to
the class she was attending. For instance, to English Lit she
wore a buskin and jerkin. To German she wore lederhosen and
carried a stein of pilsener. To Econ she wore 120 yards of ticker
ta|ic. Her shiningest hour came one day when she dressed as a
white mouse for Psych Lab. Not only her Chi Omega sisters,
but the entire student body went into deep mourning when she
was killed by the janitor's cat.
Finally, let us take up the most important topic of all. I
refer, of course, to dating.
As we have seen, the way you dress reflects on your sorority,
but the men you date reflect even more. Be absolutely certain
that your date is an acceptable fellow. Don't beat about the
bush; ask him point-blank, "Are you an acceptable fellow?"
Unless he replies, "Yeah, hey," send him packing.
Bat don't just take his word that he is acceptable. Inspect
him closely. Are his fingernails clean? Is his black leather jacket
freshly oiled? Is his ukulele in tune? Does he carry public
liability insurance? And, most significant of all, does he smoke
Marlboros?
If he's a Marlboro man, you know he's a lot of man. You
know he has taste and discernment, wit and wisdom, character
and sapience, decency and warmth, presence and poise, talent
and grit, filter and flavor. You will be proud of him, your sorority
will be proud of him, the makers of Marlboro will be proud of
him, and I will be paid for this column.
«uu*.»

Phone 34673

We clean and launder on Saturdays

The makert of Marlboro wi$h (e aftnoaJM* that Mr.
Shulmen has been paid for thin column and will continue
to be paid for bringing you Mt homely phUa—phf throughout the echool gtmr.

Unbeaten Flashes Host BG Grapplers Saturday
"They are undoubtedly the
cream of the conference," Coach
Bruce Bellard, of the Bowling
Green Falcons' wrestling squad,
said this of the undefeated Kent
State Flashes' squad, which the
Falcons grapple with at Kent tomorrow.
The Flashes are "loaded" with
talent, with four of the starters
conference champions. In the 137
pound division, Clarence McNair
will be gunning for another win
over BG's John Smith. Coach Bellard had high praise for Smith,
especially after the Ohio State
match.
"That has to be, by far, the
best match John has ever wrestled
since he has been at BG," he
claimed.
The other conference champs
for Kent are Ken Koenig, in the

147 pound class, Frank Fiore, 177
pounder, and Les Nader, who will
compete in the heavyweight division. The fabulous Flashes,
coached by one of the finest coaches in the country, Joe Begala,
will have a lot to handle, though.
Except for Kenny Vance, who
will miss the final regular match
of the year because of hepatitis,
the Falcons will be at full strength.
"Sure they are tough, but we're
ready to give them the battle of
their lives," replied coach Bellard. In his sixth season as Falcon
coach, he believes this to be, by
far, "the finest wrestling team
we've had at BG. We'll have the
best record of any squad in our
history, even if we bow to Kent"
The Falcons, sporting an 8-2
record, will be looking forward to
the conference championships at
BG, March 7-8. To oppose the

Flashes' champions, the Falcons
wiU have Bob Morrill in the 177
pound class and Karl Koepfer in
the heavyweight division. Bellard
still is not sure in the 167 pound
division, left vacant by Vance's
sickness. The other Falcon grapplers are F.d Brodbcck, in the 123
pound class, Howard Ferguson, a
130 pounder. Bob Dake, 147 pound
grappler, and Jim Cornelia, who
will be ready in the 157 pound
division.
Since the league champion is
not crowned by percentage, but
by victory in the Hid-Am tournament at BG next week, a Falcon
victory would not mean the championship, but just another victory.
Concerning the Mid AMI meet,
coach Bellard was quoted as saying, "We will give a very good
account of ourselves. We will be
strongly in contention for second,

but the Kent squad is the team to
beat"
About his highly successful season, Bellard had this to say. "These
boya are the best wrestlers we've
ever had and the sophomores have
come through in fine fashion."
Bellard went on about the prospects for next season, "We've got
one of the toughest freshman
teams we've had in our history
and that will help us tremendously next year. Brodbeck and Koepfer are the only top wrestlers
we'll lose. The rest of the aquad is
composed of sophomores."
After the Kent meet and the
Mid-Am championships, the team
will travel to Cleveland for the
Four-I tournament, which attracts
the best wrestlers from the Midwest and the East, March 14 and
15.

Tankers Oppose Undefeated Bobcats In
Quest Of Conference Championship
The swimming championship of the Mid-American Conference is at stake Saturday, March 1, when the defending
champion Falcons engage the Bobcats of Ohio University in
the Natatorium.
Both teams have gone undefeated this year in dual meet
competition. They have met two common teams, Notre Dame.
and Kenyon. The Bobcats smashed
Notre Dame 59-27, while the Falcons swept all the first places and
won 64-22. Ohio University barely
squeaked by Kenyon 45-11.
The meet shapes up as a battle
of champions in the individual
event* as well as teams. Don Worsfold, the Falcons' MAC freestyle
sprint champion, will be up against
probably his toughest opposition
of the year in Bobcat Tom Burns.
Burns, a sophomore, is undefeated
in both the 50 and 100 yard freestyle events. He has gone as low
as :23.3 in the shorter distance
as compared with :23.5 for Worsfold.
Bob Kinney, another OU sophomore, has done the 200 yard butterfly event in 2:29.8. while HG's
Keith Miller has a comparable
2:30.2 in the event.
Don Dowd and Jim Forsythe
form a brilliant one-two punch
in the backstroke, which Kalph
Kakins will have to overcome.
The Bobcat captain, Al Pephart,
has swept to four straight victories in the breast-stroke, and John
Thompson will have his hands full
to win. Bob Coppolino is another
tough man for the boys from
Southeastern Ohio in the 400 yard
freestyle.
A terrific show should be in
order when Jack Michael engages
Kalph Sommers in the three meter
diving contest. Sommers has walked off with four firsts in competition this year, while Michael has
shown up well for the Falcons.
Bowling Green's greatest
strength will probably lie in the
relay events, where they hold a
definite edge in comparative times. The 400 yd. medley relay for
instance shows OU with a time
of 4:11.4 as compared to a very
fast 4:02.5 for the Falcons.
The Bowling Green Falcons
swept nine of the ten first places
Wednesday
as they drowned
Wayne University 65-19 in the
Natatorium.
The highlight of the meet came
in the 200 yd. butterfly event.
Falcon Keith Miller put on a lute
rally to push teammate John
Thompson to a new varsity record
of 2:28.2.

Other Bowling Green firsts
came in the 400 yd medley relay. Bill Muir in the 220 yd freestyle, Dave Clark in the 50 yd
freestyle, Ray Martin in the 200
yd backstroke, Jim Hart in the
440 freestyle, Gerald Dewey in
the 200 yd. breaststrokc, and the
400 yd. relay team.
.lack Michael easily annexed the
diving competition, with Jerry Roberts coming in second.
Kalph Kakins, Uiking it easy
in preparation for the Ohio University meet tomorrow, didn't swim
in his specialty, the 200 yd. backstroke, but did enter the 400 yd
freestyle. He went the distance
using the backstroke, and almost
managed a win, losing by about
three feet.

Women Swimmers
Conquer MSU, OSU
The women's 100-yd relay team
remained undefeated this year in
winning the triangular meet with
Michigan State University and
Ohio State University, 65-64-38
respectively, Feb. 22, in the last
meet of the season. Gladys Griesnier, Pat Monasmith, Nomie Premo, and captain Dona Rae Whittaker made up the winning team.
Judy Cronk took the only other BG first place, swimming the
50-yd butterfly event in 4:05.
Adella Grove suffered her first
diving defeat in two years by losing to Micky Worsfold of MSU.
Both MSU and OSU took four
firsts apiece, but it wasn't enough
to win the meet. MSU was ahead
until the last event, the synchronized swim routine, which was won
by OSU. Linda Ticman and Miss
Grove placed third and Joy Hall
and Nel Worsfold took fourth
place to pull one point ahead of
MSU and win the meet.

Water Polo Begins Soon
Water polo games will be held
at 1 p.m. Sunday, March 2 at the
Natatorium. The entries are due
by this Saturday, March 1.
The teams will consist of five
men. The best three out of five
points per match wins.

Cooper's Record Shows 109 Wins
In 13 Year Tenure As BG Coach
The Falcon swimming team has been the Mid-American'
Conference champions for the last two years. This year, they
are well on their way to an unprecedented third straight title.
Several great swimmers dot the Falcon lineup, but it ia not
just a few great swimmers that make a great team. The man
that makes the Falcon swimmers a perennial contender is coach
Sam Cooper.
Since coming to Bowling Green
as head swimming and crosscountry coach in 1946, Cooper's
teams have compiled a sterling record of 109 wins and 28 defeats.
From 1946 to 1950, Cooper coached teams won four successive victories in the now defunct Ohio
College Relays. In MAC competition, the Falcons have finished
third once, runnerup twice, and
first the last two years.
It is interesting to note that
every Bowling Green swimming
record that la now standing in the
record book was set during coach
Cooper's tenure as coach.
Cooper was the captuin of the
football team at Oberlin College,
playing end. In basketball, he held
down a guard slot, und ran the
quarter and half mile on the track
team, graduating in 19: 6.
His first teaching position took
him to Sandusky High School as
assistant football coach. In 19.18
he moved to Ilellevuc High School,
where he himself hud starred on
the football, basketball, and track
teams while in high school. At
Bellevue, Cooper reigned as head
football, swimming, and track
coach before beginning a 31 month
tour in the Navy as :in officer in
1942.
It was in 1946 that Cooper as-

sumed the head swimming and
cross country duties at Bowling
Green, also being the assistant
track coach. In 1949, he became
chairman of the Health and Physical Education Department.
That's the story on one of the
nation's most successful swimming
coaches.

Wrestlers Triumph
Over Western, 26-6
Spurred by a 15 point splurge
midway through the meet, the
Howling Green wrestling team ran
over a weak and wobbly Western
Michigan squad, 26 to 6, Wednesday night.
Eddie Brodbeck rolled up a 13I score against Ray McAdams of
Western in the opener. In the
next five minutes Howie Ferguson, John Smith, and Bob Dake
all pinned their opponents to extend the score to 18-0. Dake dropped his man in 47 seconds.
Paul Marko of BG was edged
3-2 by Rill Karpinski in the 157
lb. event, and BG's Paul Behrens
was shut out, 8-0, by Dick Olmstead.
Bob Morrill and Karl Koepfer
won their matches.

ROBERT'S FINE FOODS, INC.
East Washington Street

Steaks - Chops - Select Sea Food
Photo by Klollar
THREE SWIMMERS ARE caught by the canura at they ara on their way
Into tht water in a r«c«nt swlmlng •»•! held In th» BG Natatorium.

Featuring every Sunday
"Chicken served family style"
(all you can eat)

Falcons Down Loyola In Thriller;
Dump Broncos In Season s Finale
Paced hy Jim Darrow and Jim
McDonald Howling Green's cagers
wound up their season Wednesday with a 75-fiH win over Western Michigan. The night before
I he FalcOM dropped Loyola of
Chicago in a real thriller, 65-63.
The two wins boosted the Falcons
overall mark to 15-8.
Scoring a total of i- points in
the two games Darrow set a new
varsity record for the most points
scored hy n first year man. He
had a total of 50S points and the
old record held by Wyndol Gray
was 50M.
A two man effort of Darrow
Falcon five in the game at Loyola
as they hit on 24 and 22 points
respectively. The Ramblers who
needed a win for an at-large bid
to the NCAA managed to gain a
.'11-2H half-time advantage.

Oven-baked chicken—dressing—
glblet gravy—potatoes—vegetable
—hot rolls—beverage
$1.85 par person
(minimum order 2 or more patrons)

but it fell short and their NCAA
bid went out the window.
The Western game was very
close and with 7:15 remaining in
the first half the score read 1717. Then Darrow hit for two and
from there the Falcons were never
headed. Ed Blair led the Bronco
attack with 16.

"A Nice Place To Dine With Your Friends
or Family"

PIZZA

Keeping the NCAA bid in mind
they came out in the second half
and built their lead up to seven
points. This lead soon diminished
as McCampbell and Darrow put
on a two man scoring act that put
the Falcons ahead. The Ramblers
two points down and in possession
of the ball with 20 seconds remaining waited for the final shot.

Star Performers!
the ARROW pin-tab
and tabber
They're the smoothest shirts
anywhere. And both are yours
in a barrel ruff as well ss French
and Link Cuff*, British stripes,
miniature checks, solid colors.
Thank exclusive Arrow Mitoga*
tailoring for their subtly trim
lines, collar to wsist to cuff.
"S«nforized"-labeled. From
$4.00 and up. Cluttt,Peaboiy,

Plain
Pepperoni
..
Mushroom
Sausage
Ground Beef _
~
Deluxe

Large

25
35
.45
.45
45
55

.65
.75
.85

AacfcorUa
IS* ..Ira

V Co., Inc.

ARROTtF-*— fin* in fashion

Small

.85
.85
1.00
JSc MM

BROSKE'S
522 East Wooater

Telephone 4315

Expenditures At MS? At Quad
Tie For First Place
Rodgers Totaled In Scholarship Race

Clubs And Meetings
HONORARY INITIATES

Recently elected to Sigma Tau
DelU, English honor society, wan
Evron Collins. Miss Collins, ■ junior in the College of Liberal Arts,
was initiated on Mon., Feb. 17,
in the auditorium of the Practical Arts Bldg.
OFFICERS ELECTED
Carolyn Rasmus was elected
president of Physical Education
Majors Club in the election held
Thursday, Feb. 20. Other officers
are: Carol Sue Jones, vice-president; Terry Curran, treasurer;
Judy Cronk, secretary.
SAM ELECTS
The Society for the Advancement of Mangcment has elected
new officers for the coming year.
They are Don Wanglcr, president; Paul Riemer, vice-president;
Gene Hengsteler, trensurer; and
Dave Beckman, secretary.
The next meetings arc scheduled for March 6, and April 17,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Illdg.
UCF SUPPER
The United Christian Fellowship
will sponsor a cost supper at 5
p.m. and a panel discussion, "Summer Service Opportunities," at 6
p.m. Sunday, in the Rec. Hall.
Tickets for the supper may be
obtained for 50 cents at the UCF
House or from Mary Jane Myrice
or Scott Cornelius.
The summer service opportunities to be discussed by the panel
include: work camps, both national
and international; caravans and
institutional work such as hospitals, homes, and reform schools.
Panelists are: Mr. Philip Hanni,
Shirley Klotz, Donna Remy, and
Chuck Smith. Each panelist has
luii! experience in at least one
of the areas of service.
UCF. LSA RETREAT
United Christian Fellowship and
the Lutheran Student Association
are jointly sponsoring a spring
Lenten retreat at ('amp Christian
in Magnetic Springs the week end
of March 14, 15, and 16.
This will be a Bible study retreat with special emphasis on the
Raster story. The cost is $4.50
for the week end and only 50
persons will be able to attend. Students may sign up for this retreat
at the UCF House until March
12th.
The following persons have already signed up to go. They are
Esther Scroggy, Paul Kerna, Dave

CAMPUS BOY
Sandwich-50c
Have you tried it?

It's The
BIGGER - BETTER
Sandwich
TUMI YUM!
ITS GOOD

CONTAINS:
TWO ITIESH 1EEF PATTIES. MELTED
CHEESE. NCttlS. LETTUCE, OUH OWN
TARTAR SAUCE. SERVED ON OUR
SPECIAL MADE BUNS.

CHARLES
RESTAURANT

Clinton, Luanne Johnson, Gordon
Gregg, Audrey Doering, Mary
Jane Myrice, Dot Smith, Gwendolyn Barnes, Barbara Gaines,
Cynthia Clark, Melvia Turner, Eddie Mallory, Chuck Matthews,
Mary Lou Reynolds, Jan Dick,
Judith Hamann, Bobbi Cruey, Sally Faust, Jeanne Merriman, Sarah
Jackson, Sut Sweeney, Romeo
Taylor, and Pat Wilson.
OAMMA DELTA SERVICE
Gamma Delta will sponsor the
second in a series of student lenten services Sunday, at 10 a.m.
in Prout Chapel.
The service will be conducted
by Vicar George Aurich, student
pastor. Mr. Aurich will speak on
the topic, "The Reason for the
Cross".
PRESS CLUS COMMITTEE
The nominating committee for
selecting new Press Club officers
has been named. It includes Dick
Clark, senior representative; Thelma Madden, junior representative;
Donna Jean Wharton, sophomore
representative; and Walter Johns,
freshman representative. This
committee will nominate two candidates for each office. Elections
will be held in March.
A PHI O PLEDGES
At the Alpha Phi Omega, men's
service organization, meeting, held
Feb. 25, John Bittncr, president,
announced that ten men will be
initiated into pledgeship Monday,
March 8.
LSA BIBLE STUDY
The Lutheran Students Association will sponsor a Bible meeting at St. Mark's Lutheran Church
Sunday, March 2, at 6 p.m.
The discussion will be led by
the Rev. Loyal G. Bishop, pastor
of St. Mark's. Afterwards there
will be recreation and refreshments.
CHEMICAL JOURNAL
The Chemical Journal Club presented a handbook of chemistry
and physics to Oscar R. Ogg for
being selected as outstanding
freshman chemistry student of the
first semcBter.
This award is given to the club
by the Chemical Rubber Co. of
Cleveland to be presented to the
outstanding chemistry student on
the basis of the highest grade in
chemistry.
PHI EPSILON KAPPA
Pledges of Phi F.psilon Kappa,
men's honorary health and physical education fraternity on campus, have taken their final examinations and will be initiated
into the fraternity within the next
two weeks.
They have completed their project which was cleaning the trophy cases in the Men's Gymnasium and the Natatorium, said Dick
Russell, president of the pledge
class. Other officers are Jerry
Watton, vice president; Dirk Mcridith, secretary; and Jesse Paretc,
sergeant-at-arms.
CCF MEETS
Campus Christian Fellowship,
local chapter of
Inter-varsity
Christian Fellowship, will hold a
meeting tonight, from 0:30 to
7:30 p.m., In Studio B of the
Practical Arts Bldg.
Theme of the meeting will be
the college student's relationship
with the missions. The Missionary
Committee of CCF will be in
charge of the program.
Representatives from the local
chapter attended a missionary conference in Detroit, Feb. 22. Twenty-four colleges and universities
from Ohio and Michigan were in
attendance.

T0MITE AJ%3%
Feature at 7:15 • 9:00

Admission—All Seats

65c

FULL LENGTH IN
LAND OF MYSTERY
ANDWHATPUSHEDTHEMTOMAKE

TRUE!

Photo by XJolUr
FRATERNITY RUSHING WAS Initiated Tu.iday • v.nlnq with a MriM of
optn houm. AiiUtlnq th» Phi Kappa Tau'i abovt arc throo fr»ihman qirlt:
loan Lurch, Sharon Swlgart, and Judy H*ppl«wn)1*.

Spring Suit Jackets For Males
Will Feature Tapered Waistlines
(INS)—Waistlines will be
showing in some fashions this
year—on men.
That's the chief difference
between this year's suit and
last year's model, judging
from a preview of spring
styles to be shown Monday at the
40th annual convention of the
national association of retail
clothiers and furnishers opening
Sunday in Chicago.
The well-dressed man will be
wearing suits in darker colors with
natural-line shoulders and slim
trousers. The jackets are trim,
but also are slightly tapered at
the waist.
However, women need not put
husbands on diets. The waistline
treatment is subtle—nothing like
a nipped-ln, hour-glass silhouette. And, besides, today's clothiers
can tailor in a waistline just as
they once gave men broad shoulders.
Other models of new suits go
along with the trends in previous
years. There is the ivy league
look with straight jackets and
narrow shoulders. And the California look with shoulders built
up slightly and with jackets falling snugly over the hips for a
"he-man" appearance.
Only the Italian style is missing. Men simply did not like the
short rounded jackets, one clothier explained, and neither did the
women who buy most men's clothes.
In suitings, dark hues arc the
coming colors and the grays, blues
and browns which predominate
will serve as perfect foils for the
hot orange and yellow clothes
which fashionable women will be
wearing this spring. Subtle stripes
are reappearing in deep reddish
brown and black, for example.
Generally, the new men's styles
are designed to make American
men look taller and trimmer.
This goes not only for suits but
for topcoats and overcoats, which
are being considerably shortened
this year. New styles are as short
us I" inches, compared with 45Vt
inches in previous models. The
lengths vary depending on a man's
height, of course, but the new
models are supposed to stop at
about the knee.

Musical To Be Shown
"The King and I" is the campus movie scheduled for Sat.,
March 8. The movie, based on the
well known Rodgers and Hammerstein score, stars Deborah Kerr
and Yul Brynner. There will be
a showing at 7 p.m. and 9:25 p.m.

With the new suits, men will be
wearing narrow ties, hats with
narrow brims and streamlined,
bipered shoes all designed to
create an illusion of height.
Because of the popularity of
in-the-weave patterns like checks
and diamonds and the return of
stripes in suiting, clothing expert* offered this tie-buying advice for women:
"Your husband's ties should never match the pattern in his suit."
With striped suiting, the experts recommend a tie with "only
a touch or two of design detail—
no more." For fancy fabrics, subtle pattern and solid color ties
are recommended. The bold pattern tie or regimental stripe belongs chiefly with solid colored
suits.

Shoes Of Fabric
Will Be Fashion
By NORA W. MARTIN
(INS)—Footnote from Paris on
shoes:
"Women should wear slightly
lower heels with sacks, especially
when the sacks are flared chemises." so says Roger Vivier, who
designs Dior Delman shoes.
"It's more youthful to stride
than to teeter," he added.
This season Vivier wants a
woman to be as light-footed as a
doe. He makes pastel colored,
seamless shoes with two-inch heels
for street-wear and recommends
three-inch heels on patent, kidleather or fabric shoes for afternoon.
Most of the Paris shoes are still
very pointed. But Vivier has given
them a new, profiled shape with
a crease from the tip to the vamp
to look like a bird's beak. Some
more sporty shoes have the point
chopped off just at the tip to
look like a "trapeze," matching the
Dior line.
The most elegant foot-wear this
spring will be fabric shoes to
match your suit or printed dress.
Vivier says that fabric shoes
should bo plain in style like simple
pump lines. Some models have a
single fabric covered button as
the only ornament on the low-cut
vamp. He also uses leather buttons for trimming, not fastenings,
on kid-shoes.
The cutest Dior-Delman evening
shoes are made of silk and trimmed with a single small rose-bud
soaring about one inch from the
vamp. The most luxurious shoes
are all embroidered in gold, sequins and beads to put luxury at
your feet.

Social fund expenditures for
Rodgers Quadrangle for the fall
semester totaled $1,394.69, according to James C. Grimm, head
resident.
Rodgers spent $280.40 on parties. This figure includes what was
spent on mixers sponsored jointly
by women's and men's residence
halls, Grimm stated.
Athletics and scholarship awards
amounted to $197.02. Of this,
$91.57 was spent on athletic trophies. The remainder went for a
scholarship plaque and four footballs. The scholarship plaque is
awarded annually to the room in
Rodgers with the highest accumulative point average.
Expenditures for holidays and
special events came to $364.82.
This was spent for decorations
and refreshments. Dad's Day took
$34.50 while $168.46 was spent
on cards, outside lights and decorations for Christmas.
Other expenses included $270.84
for television repair and $22.28
for such campaigns as Li'l Abner
and Key King.
A hi-fi set for the main lounge
cost $237.50.
Miscellaneous exnenses for paint
brushes and piano tuning was
$21.23.
A balance of $105.31 was carried over on this semester's social fund.

Raining? Aww,
Call The Hound
A visitor spending the night
with a Kentucky mountaineer and
his 19-ycar-old son watched them
as they sat silently in front of the
fire, smoking their pipes, crossing
and uncrossing their legs. After
a long period of silence, the father said, "Son, step outside and
see if it's raining."
Without looking up, the son
answered, "Aw, Pop, why don't
ye jest call in the dog and see if
he's wet?"

•

•

The Toledo String Quartet appeared as guest artists at the student recital auditorium in the Hall
of Music Thursday night. Playing in the quartet were Jack Heller, first violin; Joseph Krix, second violin; Bernard Linden, viola;
and Seymour Bcnstock, cello.
These musicians are first-chair
players of the Toledo Symphony
Orchestra.
Numbers played by the Quartet
included Mozart's "String Quartet
in D Major," first movement of
the "String Quartet" by Samuel
Barber, "Opus 10" and the first
movement of Krahms' "Quartet in

C Minor."

segalls
Across from new Music Bulldlnf

•

McTavish was the proud owner
of a new cash register. One day
when an old friend came into the
shop and bought a six-penny cigar, the customer noted that McTavish pocketed the money instead
of putting it into the drawer.
"Why not ring it up?" he asked. "You'll be forgetting it"
"Oh, I'll not forget it," replied
the Scot "I keep track in my
head until I get n dollar, and then
I ring it up. It saves the wear'r
and tear-r on the machine."
(The Readers' Digest)

March Clinics Planned
Clinics for flu and adenovirus
vaccine injections for colds will
be held for the last time from 7-9
p.m. Wednesday and Thursday,
March 5 and 6 at Johnston Hospital.
This is the first time that the
adenovirus vaccine to help prevent colds bus been offered to
Bowling Green students. Cost is
50 cents for the flu vaccine and
80 cents for the adenovirus vaccine.

Bowling Green's
Finest Dry Cleaning
Really Fast Service
For the Best
Quality Available
In The State

We ar» a branch of the

Across from New Music Building

TONITE & SAT - 2 COLOR HITS
—ran i Mi. n

niM:3o—SATURDAY

SUSPtNSt, ADVINTUM

AT

l:4O-»:W-10:00

Alpine Village Restaurant
117 N. Main St.

Phone 30512

STARTS

AMERICAN AND ITALIAN
FOOD

FEATURES SUM

list an
7:05—5:30

LANZA IS BACK
AND IS TERRIFIC!
«t» pnoMk Is
TtCHNIRAIW'lod TtCHHICOtOR^

MARIO LANZA.

Take yourself out to dinner this week,
you'll enjoy U.
Food prepared
by Petti's
Fine
American
Cook.

iUAici

SOX OFFICE
OPENS 1:49 SUM

IU1 A t Ul

Steaks — Chops — Sea Food
Pizza — Spaghetti
Sandwiches

EVERY MINUTE
ISEXCITINGl

String Quartet Plays
For Student Recital

PETTI'S-

r//f£4*r//S4rf/tf7zs/

FILMED IN RUSSIA!

Two rooms with accumulative
point averages of 3.66 for last
semester have tied for the first
Rodgers Quadrangle Scholarship
Award, given by the dormitory
social committee.
Thomas McKibben and Robert
Fearnside in 131, and Donald and
Darvin Pcgelow in 331 will have
their names .inscribed on a scholarship plaque. This plaque will
be displayed in Rodgers' meiianine lounge showcase, according to
John A. Luccio, assistant head resident.
Regularly $30 dollars would
have been awarded to the winning
roonr, but because of the tic, each
man will receive $10," said Mr.
Luccio. This is the first semester
the award has been given.
The Pegelow boys, who are identical twins, had identical point
averages.
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SEVENHILLS
OFROMEL^
WoRMi-MansaAiiASIO
■PsjpCASJlE
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LATEST MEWS SCOORJ
HILARIOUS CARTOON
VARIETY SHORT

COMING
SOON

RAINTREE COUNTY

EVA NAME SAINT—MONTGOMERY CLOT
ELIZABETH TAYLOR

IN
COLOR
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